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Travelers who venture across the broad terrain of Islamic hagiography need 
a map that shows major landmarks in time as well as space. Negotiating the 
landscapes of this global subject requires some familiarity with the many 
signs of diversity in the sources and their subjects. To relate these materi-
als, whether textual or visual, more precisely to their unique histories, one 
needs at least a general awareness of the particular geographical regions 
and cultural milieux in which the various sources are rooted. Second, one 
needs to locate each source chronologically and then within a specific his-
torical framework or cultural context. In this instance, it is also helpful, if 
not downright necessary, to locate the major characters who are the fea-
tured players in these documents. Finally, it is important to note the wide 
diversity of languages and literatures of origin represented in these docu-
ments.

The table of contents provides a general map along these lines. More 
than two dozen translated texts, contributed by as many specialists work-
ing in some seventeen languages, are organized here using two overlap-
ping principles. First, six main sections divide the material by geographic 
region; second, within each region, stories are further arranged more or 
less chronologically according to the periods in which the main characters 
lived or, in the case of texts about either multiple figures or thematic rather 
than narrative material, by the date of the text. There is some instructive 
overlap in languages of origin, in that Arabic texts come from outside the 
region identified here as the Arab Middle East and North Africa, just as 
Persian texts might originate beyond the regional category labeled Iran 
and Afghanistan.

If this first set of broad categories — regions/cultures, history/chronol-
ogy, and language of origin — tend to sort out and separate the individual 
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examples of hagiography, four dimensions can just as often connect them. 
Those features are medium, form or genre, theme and narrative device, 
and function. By “medium” I mean any specific mode of communication, 
whether textual, visual/nonverbal, or more recently, electronic combina-
tions of text, image, and sound, by which Friends and their stories have 
been disseminated. “Form and genre” refer here principally to modes and 
styles of verbal and visual communication. Islamic hagiographical litera-
ture embraces a striking breadth of literary forms, from brief sayings to 
extended narratives, from lyric poetry to the modern novel. A third useful 
category, “themes and narrative devices,” encompasses a host of motifs or 
tropes, character types, and plots or story formulae that make up the appar-
ently universal stock-in-trade of the hagiographer. Finally, “function” is a 
rubric under which to suggest briefly something of the manifold roles that 
our sources, whether textual or nonverbal, and the main characters in the 
narratives have played in their cultural, political, and religious contexts.

In the next few pages, I describe the contents of the present volume from 
the two perspectives — divergent and convergent — to better assist readers 
in benefiting from the introductions to each of the texts in translation.

Mapping the World of Islamic Hagiography

Here I suggest ways of understanding the diversity and breadth of materi-
als collected in this anthology through the filters of geography and culture, 
chronology and history, and languages and literatures of origin.

Geography and Culture

As the six parts of this collection acknowledge, material and main charac-
ters originate across a vast swath of the globe. That swath begins at Senegal 
and North Africa, moves through Central and East Africa, and continues on 
through the Central Middle East and into Central Asia, across the Indian 
Subcontinent, and as far east as China and southeast to Malaysia and 
Indonesia. For nearly a millennium and a half, the faith tradition of Islam 
has flourished in and been expressed through the multiple cultural matrices 
now often coextensive with nation-states. In virtually all of those contexts, 
exemplars of piety, devotion, and servanthood (including prophets) known 
as Friends of God have been and remain major carriers of tradition and 
symbols of living Islamic faith.

Friends of God come in at least four sizes: global, transregional, regional, 
and purely local. Globally renowned figures include (in addition to the 
prophets) Abü Bakr, ̀Abd al-Qädir al-Jïlänï, Bäyazïd al-Bistämï, Halläj, and 
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Junayd. Some Friends enjoy a celebrity status that, while less than global, 
crosses the imaginary boundaries of two or more major regions roughly 
commensurate with the Arabicate, Persianate, Turkic, sub-Saharan African, 
or Malay literary-linguistic worlds (or the regions where any of these 
smaller worlds overlap significantly). Among these transregional figures 
one might name Haci Bektaš Veli, Sa`dï and the founders of several tran-
sregional Sufi orders, such as the Tïjänïya and Wafä´ïya. Regionally impor-
tant figures include Friends belonging to specific Sufi orders widely influ-
ential in regions such as West and North Africa (the Tïjänï Shaykh `Abbäs 
Sall of Senegal, and the Shädhilï Abü Ya`zä), Central and East Africa (Nana 
Asma´u; her father, Usman dan Fodiyo; and Shaykh Uways), Egypt 
(Muhammad Wafä´), Turkey and Central Asia (Yünus Emre, Sari Saltik, 
Sari Ismail, and Hakïm Ata), South Asia (historical figures like the Ismä`ïlï 
Pïr Sadr ad-Dïn, Ahmad Sirhindï, Sadr ad-Dïn Sadr-i Jahän, as well as 
mythic figures like the wondrous Bonbïbï and Mänik Pïr), and Indonesia 
(Sunan Ampel and the Walï Songo). In addition hundreds, perhaps even 
thousands, of intriguing characters function as patron saints of cities, vil-
lages, and remote tribal areas across the globe. Although this last category 
includes countless minor characters who rarely merit the attention of hagi-
ographers and generally remain of local stature, some, such as Bonbïbï, 
have attained regional celebrity.

As an aid to a more concrete orientation to the geographical expanse of 
Islamic hagiography, the table presented on pages 372–76 summarizes and 
compares basic information about both the main Friends of God featured 
in the texts and the texts themselves.

Chronology and History

Texts translated here were selected with a view to representing as many of 
the major periods of Islamic history as feasible in a single volume on this 
subject. In soliciting the contributions of this remarkable cohort of special-
ists, I considered the historical contexts of the works excerpted as well as 
the lifetimes of the figures whose stories those excerpts recount. The indi-
viduals who are the subjects of these accounts are represented in the fol-
lowing diachronic scheme. Textual sources run a wide gamut, from first/
seventh-century Hadith (1), to medieval prose accounts (1 – 6, 9 – 12) and 
early modern traditional written and oral hagiographical texts (7, 8, 13 – 16, 
18, 21, 24, 25, 27), to more recent hagiographical and autobiographical 
accounts (12, 17, 19, 20, 22, 23, 26).

As for specific personalities, pre-Islamic figures include most promi-
nently the prophet Job (Ayyüb) and his wife, Rehema. Making appearances 
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in brief Chinese narratives we find Mary (Yuhala) and her son, the second-
to-last prophet, Jesus (Ersa), with occasional references to the prophet Ilyäs 
and his soul-brother, Khidr. From the time of Muhammad we have the 
Prophet himself; the great Companion and first caliph, Abü Bakr (13 ah/634 
ce); Uways al-Qaranï (37/657), noted for his intimate spiritual relationship 
to Muhammad; and Sa`d ibn Abï Waqqäs (55/674), credited with introduc-
ing Islam into China. Another early figure represented here is Shï`ï person-
ality Muhammad ibn al-Hanafïya. Representative exemplary figures from 
late antiquity and early medieval times include Junayd of Baghdad (298/910) 
and assorted colorful early Sufis who appear in brief anecdotes from Sa`dï 
(see also 26, 1, 25, 5, 6, 13, and 14).

Among individuals from mid- to later medieval times are Abü Ya`zä 
(572/1177); seventh/thirteenth- and eighth/fourteenth-century notables 
such as Haci Bektaš Veli, Sari Ismail, Sari Saltik, Yünus Emre (720/1321), 
Hakïm Ata, Muhammad Wafä´ (765/1363); and ninth/fifteenth – tenth/six-
teenth-century figures such as Sunan Ampel (c. 875/1470) (with mention 
of his near-contemporary the Wali Songo), Sadr ad-Dïn Sadri Jahän 
(921/1515), and Ahmad Sirhindï (1034/1624) (see 9 – 12, 26, 17, 18).

From early modern times come such diverse characters as Ma 
(Muhammad Sähib, 1089/1678), Wang Daiyu (1090/1679), Usman dan 
Fodiyo (1233/ 1817) and his daughter Nana Asma´u (1281/1864), and the 
Mulla of Hadda (see 27, 14, 8)

Fourteenth/twentieth-century personalities Khwäja Hasan Nizämï 
(1375/1955), Somali Shaykh Uways (1327/1909), and Nür `Alï Ilähï 
(1394/1974) (see 22, 16, 7). Finally, escaping easy chronological identifica-
tion, are the “mythic” Bonbïbï, Mänik Pïr, and Khidr (see 23, 24, and vari-
ous other stories with Khidr in cameo appearances).

Languages and Literatures of Origin

Contributions to this anthology represent some seventeen languages of 
origin: Arabic, representing North Africa and the Arab Middle East; Persian, 
Turkic tongues of three varieties (early Ottoman, Chaghatay, and modern), 
and Pashtu, representing parts of the Central Middle East and Central Asia; 
Wolof, Hausa, Fulfulde, Swahili, and Arabic again, from various regions of 
Africa; Gujarati (an important language of northwestern India), Siraiki (a 
major language spoken in the Pakistani province of Sindh), Urdu (the 
“national” language of Pakistan), Bengali, and Persian again, from the 
South Asian subcontinent; and Malay, Chinese, and modern Indonesian, 
representing Southeast and East Asia. As the following sections describe 
further, nearly as many literary forms — and even more hagiographical and 
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other themes — bridge the linguistic gaps. The synoptic-comparative chart 
identifies the languages of origin of the principal texts translated here.

Discerning the Common Elements

In addition to the great color and profusion into which the sources of our 
knowledge about Friends of God fan out, one can also discern important 
common threads in medium; genre and form; theme and narrative device; 
and function of character and source.

Medium

This anthology and its companion thematic overview monograph, Friends of 
God: Islamic Images of Piety, Commitment, and Servanthood, acknowledge, 
in varying degrees, both textual and nontextual modes of hagiographical 
communication. It goes (almost) without saying that the texts receive the 
bulk of that attention. Numerous as are the verbal varieties and literary tex-
tures of Islamic hagiography, a remarkable proliferation of visual imagery 
enriches the whole subject. The most common, and ancient, genre of visual 
hagiographical is the narrative illustration. Although these images typically 
illustrate important scenes in traditional stories, they are not always located 
in direct physical proximity to the texts they visualize. Book-size manuscript 
paintings, often called miniatures, of hagiographical themes appear in great-
est numbers after the ninth/fifteenth century, especially under the patronage 
of Turkic, Persian, and Mughal Indian royalty. A sample of some two dozen 
such miniatures appears in Friends of God, taken from illustrated manu-
scripts of major hagiographical texts, showing scenes featuring major Friends 
of God in action. The additional images that appear in the present volume 
include items of that genre as well. The cover photo of the paperback edition, 
for example, is a vibrant depiction of Shaykh Ahmad-i Jäm (also figure 9 in 
Friends of God) riding a lion and using serpents for rein and whip. In connec-
tion with the stories of Sa`dï’s Saints, we have an illustration of Sa`dï himself 
visiting an idol temple in a teaching occasion (Fig. 4). A remarkable image 
featuring an Indonesian Friend of God called Nür Sayyid Kiai shows a mem-
ber of the royal family, depicted in the style of wayang kulit shadow figures, 
seeking spiritual counsel from the saint in his wilderness haunt (Fig. 19). 
“The Tales of Mänik Pïr,” in the South Asian section of this anthology, nota-
bly contributes to readers’ appreciation of the interrelationships of text and 
image, as it incorporates a set of eight delightful narrative images from an 
illustrated manuscript of the story (Figs. 11 – 18). Like the legendary Mänik 
Pïr, the mysterious Khidr (Fig. 5) floats free, unencumbered by historical 
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moorings. Shrine-tombs of early Companions of the Prophet, such as that of 
Eyüp (Ayyüb) al-Ansärï (frontispiece), have inspired a number of visual 
depictions. A second small-scale visual medium, of more recent vintage, is 
the under-glass painting that has become widely popular in parts of North 
and West Africa since the latter half of the fourteenth/twentieth century. I 
was unable to procure examples of the medium for illustrations in either of 
the companion volumes. On a slightly larger scale, a sample of sculpture 
appears in a Bengali context (Fig. 10).

On a still larger scale, however, are the numerous and often spectacular 
architectural expressions of reverence for the Friends of God that have 
been erected across the globe. Most such structures are funerary enclo-
sures, many of which have expanded into sprawling complexes encompass-
ing a host of facilities for social and ritual functions. Both volumes include 
photographs of architectural sites associated with prophets and Friends 
from Abraham to the more recent Nizäm ad-Dïn Awliyä .́ Thanks to photos 
taken by several of our contributors, a number of these foundations are 
represented visually in these volumes (Figs. 1 – 3, 6 – 10).

Form and Genre

The twenty-seven texts offered here, along with twenty visual images, rep-
resent a variety of literary forms, functions, and hermeneutical presupposi-
tions. In addition, by including not only “classical” illustrations typically 
associated with some manuscripts but also a variety of more recent images 
and “new media” whose relationships to text are only beginning to be 
explored, this volume’s contents broaden the traditional spectrum of media 
and forms about which scholars of Islam have customarily discussed the 
subject of hagiography. Following is an overview of the principal literary 
forms represented in this volume.

Many of the texts translated here exemplify the major subgenres of 
hagiography. Indeed, this exceptionally diverse collection of texts offers a 
rare opportunity for showcasing the variety of literary forms. These 
include, for example, the tabaqät (“classifications, generations,” as in 1D, 
5A, and 5B); the tadhkira (remembrances, recollections, as in 17); the 
manäqib (marvelous deeds or feats, as in 2, 4, 11, and 12A); and the sïra 
(life story, as in 9). Lan Zixi’s “Epitaphs of the Real Humans” (27) shares 
formal characteristics with these more traditional hagiographic forms but 
is sui generis in that it very pointedly explains the spiritual qualities 
(fadä ´il; see 1A and 1B) of the figures described (both prophets and Friends 
of God) in terms of the major ancient-Chinese non-Muslim cultural and 
belief systems Confucianism and Daoism.
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Not all data on Friends of God come to us from literary forms that are 
hagiographical in the narrower, more intentional sense of the term. In 
addition, the anthology embraces a variety of other genres that contribute 
to the vast repertory of hagiographical lore. For example, stories of Abü 
Bakr (1) begin with the foundational genre of Hadith, and many hagiogra-
phers have made extensive use of Hadith, often weaving these ancient say-
ings into their narratives as a way of connecting their main characters to 
the life and times of the Prophet and major Companions like Abü Bakr and 
Muhammad’s cousin and son-in-law, `Alï. Since the teachings of the great 
ones have frequently been enshrined in briefer apophthegmata or logia, 
some of the present texts feature brief sayings of a Friend of God arranged 
thematically (as in 5B).

Some Friends of God, such as Sari Saltik (10), feature in literary forms 
akin to the popular, romantic, or mystical “epic,” replete with fantastic 
tales that highlight the central figure’s divinely protected exploits. Likewise 
the prophet Job (Ayyub) and his wife, Rehema, appear here in an excerpt 
from the East African Epic of Job (15), whose literary form is explicitly 
identified as part of the Swahili tendi “epic” tradition. Other accounts, such 
as the one about the Mulla of Hadda (8), share the fantastic/romantic aura 
of these “epic” tales and survive largely in oral tradition preserved and 
handed down in written form after being told to anthropologists.

Elements of the “fantastic” may also be found in the phenomenon of 
“marvelous deeds” or “saintly miracles” that play roles of varying impor-
tance in hagiographical texts. A related literary genre designed to deal with 
the creedal and theological implications of miracles includes, for example, 
the fatwä (legal advisory) and radd (technical response to inquiry about 
religious theory or practice, as in 3). Yet another genre addresses pilgrims’ 
need for assistance in making visitations to the shrine-tombs of great 
Friends (21). Such works provide information on the ritual expectations 
attendant on visitation, as well as radd-like explanations of background 
issues such as intercession and marvels. Finally, among prose genres, even 
the modern novel makes a cameo appearance in a latter-day look at the 
story of Yünus Emre as contrasted with a more traditional medieval account 
(12B).

An important large category of texts often enlisted in the service of 
hagiography includes poetry of several types — didactic, lyric love poetry, 
and panegyric — all represented here in various texts. Of the first type we 
have an example in the mixed prose and poetry of Sa`dï, widely understood 
as a kind of sage counsel or “wisdom” literature (6). So important is this 
understanding of Sa`dï’s works that one commentator on the didactic qual-
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ities of Khwäja Hasan Nizämï’s autobiography (22) calls it a “Gulistän [a 
major work of Sa`dï] in Urdu.” In the second thematic type, lyric love 
poetry, we have examples from South Asia in the form of qawwälï (19); 
several texts also incorporate bits of lyric poetry attributed to the figure to 
whom the text is dedicated (4, 16, 18, 20). Nana Asma´u’s works fit gener-
ally in the third category of panegyric (14), as do the Siraiki na`t (19) and 
the Gujarati poem (20) and Wolof encomium of great Tïjänï Sufis (13). 
Finally, from Bangladesh comes the unique Bengali panegyric form called 
puthi (23).

Autobiographical accounts also contribute considerable hagiographical 
data and from a unique, often idiosyncratic perspective. Examples of such 
narratives here include the diary-like text of Ostäd Elähï (7) and Hasan 
Nizämï’s recollections of his younger life (22). Also in this category are 
portions of the texts by Ahmad Sirhindï (18).

See the synoptic chart for a comparative view of the various subgenres 
of the texts translated here.

Themes and Narrative Devices

Among the most prominent themes are a wide variety of saintly marvels 
(karämät). Virtually every text translated here describes “custom-shatter-
ing” events, either of prophets (mu`jizät) or Friends of God (karämät). On 
this important theological topic, we have here the treatise of Yäfi`ï (3) as 
well as many narrative accounts. Miracles and marvels run the gamut from 
less remarkable phenomena such as talking animals or mind-reading 
humans to much more spectacular feats of power. In some cases, a central 
figure (such as Sari Saltik in 10) prominently demonstrates submiraculous 
abilities that result more from heightened native cleverness than powers 
clearly of divine origin. In that respect, such figures embody strong residual 
“heroic” characteristics onto which distinctly “saintly” prerogatives have 
been grafted. Some of our stories recount unusual avenues by which pro-
tagonists receive communications from the unseen world. These include 
dreams and visions, messages from disembodied “calling voices” from off-
stage, and sudden unexpected visitations by mysterious emissaries such as 
Khidr. Readers will encounter in these varied tales other, often engaging 
and delightful instances of an extraordinary degree of holiness and piety.

Conflict with or polemic against non-Muslims appears as a major motif 
in several accounts, and conversion to Islam is a major feature within that 
larger theme (as in the Sari Saltik and Haci Bektaš Veli tales (10, 11). Gender 
roles and relations feature in several of the texts. These include relational 
roles such as those of wife, mother, and sister. On the other hand, texts 
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about regionally prominent figures such as Bonbïbï (23) accord their sub-
jects primary stature independent of their relationships to any male figure. 
In the unique case of our Nigerian texts, the author was a notable woman, 
Nana Asma´u, who penned a tabaqät-like panegyric poem dedicated to 
major female Sufis (14C). Gender takes on particularly interesting dimen-
sions in the Tales of Mänik Pïr (24) and in the Epic of Job (15), which fea-
tures a role for the Job’s wife, Rehema, far more prominent than she plays 
in scriptural or later traditional accounts of the prophet.

Narrative themes incorporate larger-scale shared features, such as plot 
or scene structures and story types. Marvel stories showcase major figures 
effecting a host of extraordinary deeds, such as traveling instantaneously, 
taking the form of nonhuman beings or assuming other sorts of remark-
able disguise, and transforming matter into new substances, to name only 
a few of the principal themes. Stories of family conflict, struggle between 
ethnic and religious communities, and the evolution of organizations such 
as Sufi orders provide additional material for the storyteller. On a smaller 
scale, a favorite narrative device is mistaken or mysterious identity, whether 
effected through deliberate disguise or the result of long separation (as in 
a father’s not recognizing the son he left when the child was very young or 
as yet unborn). Sari Saltik, a master of disguise, dresses as a priest, and the 
Haci Bektaš Veli story makes pointed references to identifying Christians 
by their garb. A device occasionally related to identity and especially prom-
inent in the story of Hakïm Ata is conflict between father and son, some-
times in turn associated by extension with struggle for authority. A com-
mon device employed to define a sense of place is the use of archetypal 
natural features, such as the tree in the Hakïm Ata narrative. Birds also 
sometimes function as metaphors for an individual’s soul or as a vehicle of 
revelation or for a message from the unseen world.

Function: Characters and Sources

Individual figures play a wide range of roles. Nearly all the Friends of God 
stand out as paragons of virtue and high-mindedness, with an occasional 
nod to quick-witted deviousness. As a very early and especially prominent 
Companion of Muhammad, Abü Bakr is doubly important in this context. 
Junayd of Baghdad is widely described as a leading figure in the “Baghdad 
school” of mysticism, and countless Sufi genealogies include him promi-
nently in their lineages. Such later figures as Usman dan Fodiyo enjoy, 
according to their hagiographers, enhanced stature precisely because of 
their spiritual kinship with the Prophet. The Prophet is said to have prom-
ised that God would raise up a “renewer” at the outset of every lunar cen-
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tury, and sources excerpted here explain how one such mujaddid (Ahmad 
Sirhindï) and his supporters believed he fulfilled a role even greater than 
that, as millennial renewer. Friends like Yünus Emre whose reputations 
include their important contributions to Sufi organizations such as the 
Mawlawïya (Rümï’s order) are also celebrated for their gifts as mystical 
poets. Among the more colorful figures in our narratives are those who 
were not historical personages at all. These include Mänik Pïr, Bonbïbï, and 
Khidr, the last of whom appears in cameo roles in several of our texts.

Whatever their form or genre, hagiographical narratives arise from a 
variety of motives and are designed to play various roles. One of the more 
important functions of the earlier hagiographical anthologies was to pro-
vide concrete data on major Sufis in defense against the charge that Sufism 
tended toward heterodoxy in its teachings and practices. Such is the case 
with works by Sarräj and Hujwïrï excerpted here (1). As hagiography devel-
oped and as extended lives of individual figures became more common, 
motives for writing included the desire to preserve the teachings and wis-
dom of the great Friends of God in times of spiritual drought, as a help to 
seekers of God after the death of the Friend. Several authors of free-stand-
ing hagiographical anthologies (as distinct from the hagiographical selec-
tions incorporated into larger works), such as those of Isfahänï and Jämï (5), 
for example, combine motives like these. Many hagiographical anthologies 
of a more limited scope feature the stories of Friends associated with one 
specific organization, as in the case of the Shädhilïya, Wafä´ïya, Bektäshïya, 
or Tïjänïya orders (2, 4, 11, 13).

Some works were produced out of a desire to legitimize a region or 
country’s Islamic pedigree by focusing on the stature of the individuals 
credited with first introducing the faith there. Stories of Indonesia’s Walï 
Songo (26), the tale of Sari Saltik (10), and the Chinese text by Lan Zixi (27) 
suggest such functions. In some instances, there is evidence of other social 
and political motivation as well, such as Khwäja Hasan Nizämï’s experience 
in pre-Partition India/Pakistan (22) and the story of Sadr ad-Dïn Sadr-i 
Jahän’s role in post-Partition times (17).

Last but by no means least, these narratives have long been treasured as 
immensely entertaining, full of warmth, wit, and insight into human foi-
bles of every kind. Even in this light, however, tales of God’s Friends are 
always a great deal more than just stories or neutral data. The accounts, like 
the characters of whom they tell, are much more complex and multilayered 
than they may at first appear. Beneath their appealing simplicity lies a 
depth of experience, profound reflection, and vivid imagination, without 
which they would not have survived and grown richer as they have. Taken 
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together, this amazing collection of tales and personalities makes accessible 
far-flung, largely untapped resources in Islamic religious literatures that 
offer entrée to a score of major Islamicate cultures. Their genius for show-
casing the human and humane dimensions of one of the world’s great faith 
traditions is, in the end, what makes tales of God’s Friends so important 
now, as through centuries past.
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